This paper provides a theoretical statement about the effect of tax on the present value of lost income streams. I consider the simple case of flat tax rates on earnings and interest income. I approximate tax effects via the instantaneous rate of change -in present value -when the tax rate goes from zero to a small positive number. In this setting I show that present value is lower before tax than after tax when the earning stream is short, with the reverse outcome holding when the earnings stream is long. The switch point, where the tax effect goes from negative to positive, depends on the theoretical model's inputs. I characterize the effect of inputs on this switch point, and illustrate via an example of an injured railroad worker's claim of economic damages.
Introduction
A common understanding in the legal community is that the tax effects on personal injury damage awards are more "plaintiff issue" when the plaintiff is young, and more a "defense issue" when the plaintiff is old. The reasoning is that, for a young person with a long future period of growing incomes, if awards are adjusted for tax then the positive effects of interest tax inclusion come to outweigh the negative effects of income tax inclusion, whereas the reverse is thought to hold for an older person. This understanding is based on actual experience at trials, with damage estimates compared pre-tax and post-tax, and so forms a sort of "empirical rule".
In terms of economic theory, Anderson and Barber (2010) take up the task of proving the validity of the "empirical rule" of tax effects on growing income. Gilbert (2012) reports counterexamples to this theory, but also describes a scenario where the logic might work, namely when earnings are taxed at a small (percentage) rate. The arguments in Gilbert (2012) are informal, and the present work aims to restate them more formally and in greater depth.
In the remainder of this work, Section 2 (Tax Effects) presents the main result about tax effects, and Section 3 describes the switch-point at which tax effects go from negative to positive. Sections 4 and 5 characterize the link between the theoretical model's inputs -rates earnings growth and interest -on the switch-point. Section 6 applies the theory to an actual legal case involving an injured railroad worker, and Section 7 concludes. Proofs of mathematical results appear in the Appendix. 2
Tax Effects
As in Gilbert (2012) , consider a future pre-tax earnings stream 12 , ,... EE , in future periods 1, 2,…, N growing at a constant rate g . In period 0, the present value of the earnings stream is the lump sum of money which, when invested at the risk-free interest rate r , generates the earnings stream. If neither interest nor earnings are taxed then present value is "before tax", while if both interest and earnings are taxed at the same (constant) rate  then present value is "after tax".
The issue is whether the introduction of tax lowers or raises the present value of earnings streams. Gilbert (2012) sketches an argument in support of the idea that tax lowers present value for older workers (with shorter anticipated income streams) while raising it for younger workers (with longer anticipated income streams), provided that the tax rate is close to zero. The following theorem provides a formal basis for that claim. For an older worker, the earnings horizon N is relatively short, and Theorem 1 says that the present value of this worker's income stream is negatively impacted by the deduction of tax from earnings and interest. For a younger worker, Theorem 1 says the opposite. In both cases, the result is true only for tax rates  that are sufficiently small.
Switch-Point
The theory in Section 2 establishes the existence of an earnings horizon * N at which tax effects on present value switch from negative (for shorter horizons) to positive (for longer horizons). To be more explicit about this switch-point * N , let me briefly summarize the logic underlying Theorem 1.
As detailed in the Appendix, the instantaneous effect of tax on present value present value ( 

1 See Macaulay (1938) and also Hicks (1939 For a worker with low projected earnings growth, Theorem 2 says that tax adjustment will have a negative effect on present value unless the earnings horizon is long. 3 With a higher growth rate, positive tax effects become more plausible.
The role of interest
Having linked earnings growth to the tax effect switch-point 
According to (6), if the interest rate falls toward zero then the switch-point increases to infinity. In other words, if the interest rate is low then tax effects on present value are negative except at long horizons.
The bound (6) on * N is sharp, as it is achieved as an equality in the case of total offset between earnings growth and interest -see (3). With total offset, there is a negative relationship between r and * N . The relationship holds more generally, and can be shown by taking the derivative of present value PV with respect to both  and r , then signing it. I state the result as follows, with proof provided in the Appendix. 
Conclusion
This work has provided a specific formal sense in which the "empirical rule" of tax effects is right: deduction of tax from earnings and interest lowers the present value of future income streams for younger plaintiffs, but raises present value for older plaintiffs. The theory, based on a highly simplified tax model, is also hedged in two ways, in terms of the earnings horizon and the tax rate.
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The theory can, in principle, be generalized by making a "global" mathematical comparison of with-tax and without-tax present values, rather than the "local" comparison (with tax rate near 0) provided here.
Along these lines, an analysis in continuous-time would make clearer the timing of the switch-point I have discussed. I leave this agenda to future research.
APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1
With future income growing at a constant positive rate g , and with tax on earnings and interest each at rate  the present value of the future earning stream, computed in after-tax terms, is as follows:
Normalizing base earnings 0 E to equal 1, and interpreting present value as a function of the tax rate, the derivative of present value with respect to the tax rate is: where a is the ratio of pre-tax gross earnings growth to gross interest rate:
Rearranging terms in (A.8), and expressing the result in terms of g and i , we have: 
Proof of Lemma 1
D is a weighted average of periods t , a fact that we can make more explicit as follows:
(A.17) 
Rearranging terms, simplifying the result, and evaluating at 0   yields: 
